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ABSTRACT. The article deals with the form of equations of motion of mechanical 
system with constraints. For holonomic systems the number of differential equation is 
equal to the degrees of freedom, without regard to the number of chosen coordinates. The 
possibilities of computer processing (symbolical and numerical) are shown. Two simple 
examples demonstrate the described technique. 
1. Introduction 
There are a lot of techniques for building equations of motion of mechani-
cal systems. The conventional approaches could be divided into two groups, see 
e.g.[7], [8]. In the first one, a minimal set of Lagrangian variables, equal to a degree 
of freedom, is chosen, in order to define the system configuration. The number 
of differential equations is minimal and equal to a degree of freedom. The draw-
back of this technique is complexity of equations of motion and even the computer 
processing {e.g. by recursive algorithm) is time consuming. The second group of 
methods uses a larger number of coordinates in combination with constraints. The 
form of system of equations is simple, permitting computer generations. However~ 
a final mixed system of differential-algebraic equations is large, including not only 
Lagrangian coordinates, but also so-called Lagrange multipliers. The total equa-
tions consist of differential equations which number is equal to number of chosen 
coordinates, and equations of constraints. In the present paper we will show that 
it is possible to derive the equations of motion with only a minimum of differential 
equations. Moreover there exists the possibility of calculation of reaction forces. 
2. The form of equations of motion 
Let us consider the dynamical system with m degrees of freedom. For this 
system we choose n Lagrangian coordinates qi, i = 1, 2, ... , n (n 2: m), which are 
coupled by s constraint equations. In the present paper we_consider only ideal 
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holonomic constraint conditions, which have the form: 
(2.la) 
or in the matrix form: 
g(q, t) = o, (2.1b) 
where q= [ql q2 ... qn]T andg= [91 92 ... 9s]T. Clearly 
m+s = n. (2.2} 
With redundan coordinates the equations of motions, as stated above, are 
derived very easily by using various techniques, e.g. by Lagrange equations of 
2nd kind or by Newton-Euler equations. Here, they are not described explicitly 
and suppose that they have the following form for the system without constraints 
{2.1): 
M{q, q, t)q + h(q, q, t) = 0. (2.3) 
For particular cases of dynamical systems this equation could appear in various 
forms, accordingly the used methods. But in this article no detail discussion about 
them is devoted because the algorithm, derived below, does not depend on concrete_ 
form of equation (2.3). One should have only on remind that equations of motion 
are generated with redundant coordinates more easily than without them. 
Now, due to constraint conditions {2.1) the equation (2.3) is not satisfied. 
Consequently, new qu~ntities appear in the equation, see [4): 
M(q,q,t)q + h(q,q,t) = r, {2.4) 
where r is the vector of generalized reactions r = [ r 1 r 2 • • • r n] T. In the mixed 
system of (n + s) differential-algebraic equations {2.4} and (2.1) we have 2n un-
knowns: rand q. In order to close the problem we should look for another (n- &) 
equations. 
In the case of mechanical system with ideal constraint condition we will have 
these equations in this form, see [ 2 J: 
DT ·r = O, (2.5) 
where D is a matrix of dimension n x m. This matrix is derived from the c:rit.eriaa 
of ideality of the constraints: 
G ·D =0, (U) 
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where G ia Jacobian of constraints (2.1) 
G = [ag,] IJq. ~=1,2, ••• ,s 
J J=1,2, ...... 
Obviously the dimension of G is s X n. 
The technique for finding D from (2.6) will be discussed far below. At this 
point, suppose that we have D defined. So, the system of (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) has 
really 2n equations for 2n unknowns rand q. 
We can see that r is necessary for calculating reaction forces, but for integrat-
ing process these quantities make the order of the system of differential equations 
larger. Moreover r appears in the system without derivation. It seems to be more 
reasonable to provide integrating process without these quantities and calculate 
them ·after integrating process. 
Removing r from (2.4) and replacing it into (2.5) yield: 
DT · (M(q,q,t)q + b(q,q,t)) = 0. (2.7) 
This is a final differential equation of motion that we have look for. This new 
form of equations of motion gives only m differential equations for the system of 
m degrees of freedom. Obviously, system (2.7) and (2.1) have completely n=m+s 
equations for n unknowns q. In order to see, how interesting the form (2. 7) is, we 
write it in the scalar form: 
n n L dij (.~:= fflilcqk + hi) = 0 for i = 1, 2, ... , m. (2.8) 
i=l k=l 
It should be emphasised again that equation (2. 7) does not depend on the way 
how the matrix equations (2.3) is generated. For example, if the equation (2.3) is 
derived from Lagrange equation of 2nd kind, we can write: 
n [ d ( aT ) aT ] . :L: dij dt a.. - a. - Qi = o for J = 1, 2, ... , m. 
i=l ~ ~ 
(2.9) 
Another example is the principle of compatibility, showed in !3], as the method 
for generating equations of motion (2.3). In this particular case when the matrix 
M is function only of q, one gets similarly: 
(2.10) 
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where A(q) is inertia matrix of mechanical system, h 1 and h2 are vedan of 
dimension n. 
Using system (2. 7) and (2.1) we gain something against the conventional form 
by using Lagrange multipliers. At first, the total number of equations is not n +a 
but only n, which is the number of chosen coordinates (imagine, it is the degree 
of freedom for the system without constraints). And the number of differential 
equations is only m = n - s, which is a minimum since it is exactly the degree of 
freedom of the system. The second advantage is that we have in the equations ( 2. 7) 
and (2.1) only Lagrangian coordinates and nothing more. It makes finding initial 
conditions and integrating more easily. Of course, after integrating the evaluation 
of r is very easy from (2.4). And with them also physical reaction forces could be 
calculated. 
For numerical solving the system (2.7) and (2.1), in special cases, we can use 
various techniques to provide integrating. But, in general, the most reasonable 
way is using some implicit formulas as implicit Runge-Kutta methods, or using 
Gear algorithms, see e.g. [6], [8], [9]. These algorithms allow us to solve more 
general and complex problems when the constraints are e.g. nonholonomic. 
Now, returning to the equations {2.6), we will show how coefficients dij could 
be evaluated. Some elegant techniques, basing on intuition of the solver, could be 
provided. But we will concentrate on the computer processing. 
The first method, described in [2], is numerical and bases on the solution of 
undetermined system of algebraic equations. This algorithm was tested in many 
applications and some of results, reached by using the algorithm, are shown, e.g., in 
[1], [4]. Since this technique is bases on purely numerical treatment, all matrices 
in equation of motion (2. 7) are generated separately for each time node, with 
repeating the same numerical algorithm. 
Here, in this article, we will suggest another algorithm that is suitable even 
for computer symbolical processing. The advantage of this technique against the 
first numerical method is that matrix D could be derived symbolically only once 
at the beginning of integration process. The equation of motion (2.7) has exact 
symbolical form and for each time node one should only provide valuation of 
particular forms. 
The process of finding D = [d1 d 2 ••• di ... dm], where di is a vector of 
dimension n x 1, from G = [grJ, i = 1, 2, ... , s, where gi is a vector of dimension 
n x 1, consists of two steps. 
In the first step the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization with is realised. "1118 
presents the linear combination of original constraints, in order to get orthonom.l 
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wedlala ~' i = 1, ... , a, more suitable for next manipulation. It could be also used 
... checking the redundancy of constraints g,. 
In the second step we will find vectors d,, i = 1, ... , m, which together with b, 
create an orthonormal system. They are evaluated consequently from d 1 , d 2 , ••• 
todm. 
The algorithm is as follows: 
Step 1: Fori= 1 to s do 
end of i-loop. 
Step 2: Fori= 1 tom do 
i-1 
h, =gi-L: (gfh;)h; 
i=l 
hi 
hi= llh•ll 
8 i-1 
di =Xi- L (xfb;)b;- L (xf d;)d; 
i=l i=l 
di 
d, = lldill 
end of i-loop. • 
In this process Xi is an arbitrary vector, different from any hi or d,, already defined 
before. Symbol llall denotes the Euclidean norm of vector a. 
Note that we get vectors di that are orthonormal, but this condition is re-
quired in our algorithm only for easier manipulation and not from (2.6). By 
multiplying various scales of di, matrix D could take the most convenient form. 
The last remark is about equation (2.5). For other dynamical cases from tech-
nical life, such as for controlled systems or the system with non-ideal constraints, 
this equation is replaced by other ones. And this is another advantage of described 
technique against conventional approaching. 
Now consider two simple examples to illustrate described form of equations of 
motion. The processing seems to be time consuming and not so easily for a man, 
but such software with symbolical manipulation as MAPLE or MATHEMATICA 
etc., will be useful tool for these cases. 
Example 1. Consider the planar case of a rolling disk without slipping. The sys-
tem has only one degree of freedom. But we choose three Lagrangian coordinates 
&, • and 1p, as shown in Fig. 1. Clearly, n = 3, s = 2, and m = 1. 
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The constraint conditions are: 
where r is a radius of the disk. 
u- r = O, 
s + rrp = 0, 
Obviously, we get the matrix G: 
With 3 coordinates s, u and cp one gets easily the following equations: 
ffldS- f(t) = rs, 
mdii + mdg . r tu 
Jdrp = rV', 
where r8 , ru, rrp are the elements of vector of reaction forces r: 
Matrix D could be found by algorithm, described above in section 2. 
In the first step one gets: 
b2 = [ 1 0 r ]T. 
v'1 + r 2 v't + r 2 
{3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
{3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
The second step, with e.g. Xi = [ 1 11] T, yields the vector di (not normalised 
yet): 
[
r 2 - r 1- r ]T d·- 0--
, - 1 + r 2 1 + r 2 • 
So the choice DT = [r 0 - 1] gives the equation (2.5) in the form: 
rs · r- rrp = 0. {3.7} 
By replacing rs and rrp from {3.4)-(3.6) into (3.7), finally we have the dik-
ential equation of motion (2.7) in the form: 
(U) 
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And the system of equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.8) could be solved, in order to get 
all quantities s,u,cp,s,ti.,rp,s,ii,<P. After that, if desired, r8 , ru and riP could be 
evaluated easily from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6). 
X 
s 
y 
u 
Fig.1 Fig. 2 
Example 2. Consider a planar single pendulum with 3 coordinates x, y and cp as 
shown in Fig.2. So n = 3, s = 2, m = 1. Constraint conditions are: 
and Jacobian G is: 
x -lsincp = 0, 
y +£cos cp = 0, 
[ 
1 0 -lcoscpl 
G = 0 1 -lsincp · 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Similarly, as in example 1, one gets easily equations: 
mp:X = r:z:, 
mpY + mpg = ry, 
Jp<P = Ttp, 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
And from the criterion of ideality, two steps of above described algorithm follow: 
Step 1 
B= 
[ 
yf1 + l~ cos2 cp 
-1.2 sin cp cos cp 
0 
.j1 + 1.2 cos2 cp 
v'l + £2 
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-£cos cp ] 
yf1 + £2 cos2 cp 
-lsincp · 
\1'1 + f.2yf1 + £2 cos2 cp 
Step 2. A choice of a vector Xi::;:; [o 1 o] T yields: 
_ 
1 [tsin~~oscp] D- t 2 tsm cp • 1 + sin<p 
The simplest form of D is ( l cos <p l sin <p 1] T. So the equation ( 2.5) has the 
following form: 
rzl cos <p + rylsin <p + r~p = 0. (3.15) 
And from (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) we get finally the differential equation of motion 
(2. 7) for our case: 
lmp cos cpx + lmp(ii +g) sincp + Jp$ = 0. (3.16) 
Again, one can solve the mixed system of equations (3.16), (3.9) and (3.10) and 
get all required quantities of the considered mechanical system. 
Conclusion 
We have shown the form of differential equations of motion (2. 7) for the me-
chanical system with n coordinates. The total number. of equations (differential 
and algebraic) is logically equal to the number of coordinates n. For uncoupled 
system all n differential equations are presented to describe the system motion. 
Coupling the coordinates by constraints reduces the number of differential equa-
tions. Instead, we dispose the constraint equations. So we have as many differential 
equations of motion as degrees of freedom, i.e. the minimal number. 
The key point for writing equation (2. 7) is deriving the matrix D. The algo-
rithm, described in section 2, is suitable for computer processing with symbolical 
or numerical manipulation. For simple cases it is possible to provided it directly 
by hand too. But our main aim with this algorithm is to show a possibility to 
create one computer software for automatic generation the equation of motion of 
mechanical system with constraints. 
The most advantages of this form of equations against conventional approach-
ing are reduced number of equations and removing the quantities like Lagrange 
multipliers from integrating process. On the other hand, the possibilities of eval-
uating the quantities, useful for calculating reaction forces, are respected. 
The paper is completed with financial support of the Council for Natural 
Science of Vietnam. 
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THU!T GIAI CHO MQT D~NG PHUONG TRINH CHUYEN DQNG CUA 
H~ ca HQC CHJU LIEN KET 
Bai bao de c~p den m<)t d;p1g ella phlr<Yilg trinh chuy~n d<)ng ella ca h~ chju 
lien ket. Doi v6i CO' h~ holonom d~ng phtrO'Ilg trlnh nay chi c6 so phrrO'Ilg trlnh vi 
phan blng dung s5 b~ ttr do cd.a ca h~, bc1t k~ s5 t<_>a d<) suy r9ng dtr drrqc ch<_>n 
Ia bao nhieu. M\lc dich cd.a bai bao Ia chi ra khci nang thiet l~p cac phtrO'Ilg trinh 
nay ttr d<)ng blng may tfnh (c! d~ng so va bi~u thll-c). Hai VI d\} dO'Il gi!n dll"CJ'C 
dung d~ minh h<_>a cho thu~t gic\.i dlrCJ'C de xuat. 
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